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Ambisonics is a sound spatialisation technology that aims at physically reconstructing the
sound field. When the ambisonics signals are not reproduced by loudspeakers, but instead
synthesized to binaural signals suitable for headphone reproduction, the concept of virtual
ambisonics or binaural synthesis is introduced. Virtual high order ambisonics (HOA) may be
applied since there is no difficulty in arranging a large number of loudspeakers. In order to
use head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) in binaural synthesis, the sampling of virtual
loudspeaker of HOA should be set up to match the sampling distribution of HRTFs. However,
the existing sampling approaches of measured HRTFs may be inefficient for HOA. In this
work, based on the calculated HRTFs of a scanned KEMAR artificial head, the effects of
sampling approaches of HRTFs on binaural synthesis are analysed. Results show that the
nearly uniform sampling is more efficient in virtual HOA and binaural synthesis, but the
HRTFs should be obtained first via spatial interpolation or numerical simulation.

1. Introduction
The human hearing system is very effective at acquiring auditory experiences from a spatial
sound field.1, 2 The desired sound field in a space can be either artificial synthesized or recorded
using various microphone arrays, and then reproduced via an array of loudspeakers. Binaural synthesis is the method of converting multichannel spatial sound signals into two signals through convolution with head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), so that the complicated rendering system
assembled by many loudspeakers can be simplified into reproduction based on only a pair of headphones.3, 4
A sound field can be accurately reconstructed by ambisonics based on spherical harmonics
functions expansion 5 and by wavefield synthesis (WFS) based on the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz (KH)
integral formula.6 In binaural synthesis, the used HRTFs are generally defined under a concentric
array of sound sources with respect to the coordinate origin, which matches the concentric reconstructed sound field of high order ambisonics (HOA).7–9 Therefore, virtual HOA is suitable for binaural synthesis and adopted in this paper.
In order to use the HRTFs in the binaural synthesis, we could intuitively design the spatial
sampling of HOA as the same sampling scheme used by the HRTFs. However, the samplings of
HRTFs may be inefficient for the HOA and binaural synthesis. The HOA based on spherical harICSV21, Beijing, China, 13-17 July 2014
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monics functions expansion has better performance when the virtual loudspeakers are distributed
throuthout the whole space, but the sampling schemes of measured HRTFs are usually incomplete
in the low elevations due to the difficulty in measurements. For example, HRTFs of (Knowles Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research) KEMAR were measured from elevations 40 to 90 in
MIT,10 and HRTFs of 52 human subjects were obtained from elevations from 30 to 90 in
SCUT11. Then, the HRTFs were usually measured with the subject being on a servo turntable,12
which supports the equiangular intervals of azimuths at each elevation and thereby the denser distributions as the elevations deviate from the horizontal plane. The inhomogeneous spatial sampling
may cause wasteful computation and decrease the effectiveness of virtual HOA.
In order to improve the binaural synthesis based on the virtual HOA, the nearly uniform sampling approach 3 for virtual loudspeakers was adopted. The HRTFs used in binaural synthesis are
obtained by numerical simulation because the HRTFs at any directions can be easily calculated.13 In
addition, the distance encoding (or distance compensation) 9, 10 for virtual HOA is also introduced.

2. Method
2.1 Model and coordinate
Binaural synthesis techniques can be classified as data-based or model-based synthesis depending on a captured sound field or a number of virtual sound sources derived from analytical spatial source models, respectively. In comparison, the parametric analysis of binaural synthesis is easily done through the model-based binaural synthesis. Therefore, only model-based binaural synthesis
is considered in this paper.
By definition, an HRTF describes the acoustic effects of the head and torso on the sound signals impinging upon listener’s ears, and is related to the sound source position, including the distance r, azimuth, and elevation, and also the anatomical parameters of subjects. As shown in Fig.
1(a),  = 90 is the vertical direction; in the horizontal plane of  = 0,  = 0 and 90 are the front
and right of listener, respectively. Other directions can be similarly deduced.

Figure 1. (a) Spherical coordinate system; (b) Diagrams of near-field virtual ambisonics; (c) Illustration of
the horizontal and lateral plane.

For a point sound source Si with unknown HRTFs, it can be decoded by an array of virtual
loudspeakers [Sq] of HOA as shown in Fig. 1(b), and then a reconstructed spherical wave field within radius r can be reproduced. If the reconstructed region is larger than the subject’s head, binaural
signals can be synthesized via convolving the decoding signals [Sq] of virtual loudspeakers with the
corresponding HRTFs [HqL , HqR ]. The encoding and decoding of near-field HOA generally is defined
in a spherical coordinate system (r, , ) as shown in Fig. 1(a),7, 8 and the near-field HRTFs are
usually described by coordinate (r, , ).12, 13 Two coordinate systems are related with  = 90 – 
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and  = 90 – . In Fig. 1(c), the horizontal and lateral planes are also described.
2.2 HOA and binaural synthesis
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the pressure P(r, ri, k) from a point source Si is denoted by,
A0
 jk r  ri
P(r , ri , k )  jk
e
,
(1)
4π r  ri
where r and ri are the distance vectors of field point P and sound source Si, respectively; k is wave
number, k = 2f / c, f is frequency, c is sound speed in air; and A0 is the intensity of the point source
or the known sound signal. In near-field, the sound pressure P(r, ri, k) can be expanded by, [7]





(2)
P(r , ri , k )  jkA0 Λhl (kri ) jl (kr)Yi* Y, r  ri
th
th
where jl is the l order spherical Bessel function, hl is the l order spherical Hankel function.  is a
NN diagonal matrix with N = (L+1)2, L is the truncated number of order l; and Yi and Y are N1
matrixes of spherical harmonics functions [Ylm(i,  i)] and [Ylm(, )], respectively. The superscript
“*” denotes the complex conjugate, the superscript “T” means the transpose of a matrix.
If input signals of all virtual loudspeakers consist of a Q1 matrix S with Q  (L+1)2, the total
pressure P(r, [rq], k) at sound field P can be summed by the Q1 weight coefficient matrix C,
(3)
P(r , [rq ], k )  CT S
where [rq] is the assembly of vector rq of virtual loudspeakers. C is the re-encoding matrix,



T

   Y,

C  jk Λ hl (krq ) jl (kr) Yq*

T

r  rq

(4)

where [Yq] is a NQ matrix; Yq is N1 matrix of spherical harmonics functions [Ylm(q,  q)].
If the pressure P(r, [rq], k) given by Eq. (3) is equal to the pressure P(r, ri, k) given by Eq. (2),
the input signals S of all virtual loudspeakers can be solved by,

  h (kr )  

(5)
S  A0 pinv Yq* Λ  l i  Yi*  , r  ri and r  rq .
h
(
kr
)




  l q  
Eq. (2) is effective within r  L/k, Eq. (5) is only satisfied under the conditions of r  ri and r 
rq, and the effective reconstruction region should be larger than the radius of the subject’ head in
binaural synthesis. Therefore, the effective region of a reconstructed field should be evaluated by,
(6)
a  r  min{cL/(2πf ), ri , rq }
Furthermore, the binaural signals can be generated by convolution between the multichannel
signals S and the corresponding HRTFs as the following,
(7)
B  conv(S, H) .
where the abbreviation “conv” means the convolution operation; B = [BL BR] is a synthesized binaural signal; S is Q channels of input signals for virtual loudspeakers; H = [HL HR] is Q pairs of nearfield HRTFs corresponding to the virtual loudspeakers.

 

2.3 Spatial sampling approaches
In order to compare the effect of spatial sampling on virtual HOA and binaural synthesis, three
spatial sampling approaches are adopted, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Three approaches of spatial sampling: (a) incomplete equiangular interval sampling with Q = 469;
(b) complete equiangular interval sampling with Q = 614; (c) nearly uniform sampling with Q = 614.

3. Results
The effect of spatial sampling approaches on HOA and binaural synthesis can be analysed
separately. In section 3.1, the reconstructions of HOA are discussed firstly. Then, the influence of
sampling methods on binaural synthesis is investigated in section 3.2.
3.1 Reconstruction
For model-based binaural synthesis via virtual HOA in section 2, the multichannel feeds S of
virtual loudspeakers in Eq. (5) will result in an effective sound field within a region limited by Eq.
(6). The errors of the reconstructed sound field can be given by,
E (r , ri , k ) 

P(r , [rq ], k )  P(r , ri , k )
P(r , ri , k )

,

(8)

where “| |” is the absolute value sign, P(r, ri, k) and P(r, [rq], k) are the original and reconstructed
sound pressures, respectively. The error E should be within [-1, 1] when the sound field is reconstructed properly. The original sound field, reconstructed sound fields, and their errors in the horizontal plane and lateral plane are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.

Figure 3. In the horizontal plane, the original and reconstructed sound fields are shown in the first and second rows; the errors are presented in the third row, under order L = 18, frequency f = 1.7 kHz, distance ri =
1.0 m and rq = 0.5 m, and the spatial sampling approaches in Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c).

For the incomplete spatial sampling approaches shown in Fig. 2(a), the sound field in the horizontal plane in Fig. 3(a) cannot be reconstructed properly, the errors exceed the bounds [-1, 1] in
the whole region of r ≤ 0.5 m; but the results in Fig. 4(a) indicate that the errors in the lateral plane
gradually become acceptable as the elevation increases. For the complete equiangular interval samICSV21, Beijing, China, 13-17 July 2014
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pling and nearly uniform sampling in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c), the reconstructions round the centric regions in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are acceptable, although the reconstructed field under nearly uniform
sampling seems a little better.

Figure 4. In the lateral plane, the original and reconstructed sound fields are shown in the first and second
rows; the errors are presented in the third row, under order L = 18, frequency f = 1.7 kHz, distance ri = 1.0 m
and rq = 0.5 m, and the spatial sampling approaches in Fig. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c).

3.2 Binaural synthesis
Because the incomplete sampling results in Q = 469 directional samplings, the maximum order
L = 20 is adopted in binaural synthesis (L = 20 results in (L+1)2 = 441).
In the horizontal and lateral plane, the synthesized signals at the right ear are shown in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. Overall, the errors of synthesized signals under the incomplete sampling approach are
the most significant. At high frequencies, for all sampling approaches, the errors of ipsilateral synthesis (azimuth from 0°to 180°in Fig. 5, and various elevations in the right side in Fig. 6) are less
than that of the contralateral synthesis (azimuth from 180°to 360°in Fig. 5, and various elevations
in the left side in Fig. 6).
In Fig. 5(a), an unwanted peak of synthesis and errors around about 1 kHz goes through all azimuths and reaches about 20 dB. Except for the ipsilateral synthesized signals between about 5 kHz
and 10 kHz, almost all synthesized signals are distorted. In Fig. 6(a), only the synthesis at high elevations above about 45°are acceptable.
At high frequencies, the ipsilateral errors in Fig. 6(c) are less than that in Fig. 6(b). The aliasing phenomenon of synthesized signal at high frequencies in Fig. 5(c) is weaker than that in Fig. 5(a)
and 5(b), which means that the nearly uniform sampling results in better synthesis and wider frequency limit. For Eq. (6), presumed the radius a = 0.0875m of KEMAR, the effective frequency
limit should be not more than 12.4 kHz, which is nearly satisfied only in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 6(c) under the nearly uniform sampling. Therefore, the nearly uniform sampling is a better choice in comICSV21, Beijing, China, 13-17 July 2014
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parison.

Figure 5. In the horizontal plane, the original and synthesized pressures at right ear are shown in the first and
second rows; the errors are presented in the third row, under order L = 20, distance ri = 1.2 m and rq = 1.0 m,
and the spatial sampling approaches (a), (b) and (c) as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 6. In the lateral plane, the original and synthesize pressures at right ear are shown in the first and
second rows, respectively; the errors are presented in the third row, under order L = 20, distance ri = 1.2 m
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and rq = 1.0 m, and the spatial sampling approaches (a), (b) and (c) as shown in Fig. 2.

4.

Conclusions

Based on the calculated HRTFs of the scanned KEMAR artificial head, the effects of three
sampling approaches of HRTFs on model-based binaural synthesis are analysed. Results show that
the incomplete spatial sampling causes significant errors of sound field reconstructions and binaural
synthesis, especially in the directions without samplings. Therefore, the complete sampling should
be preferred in applications of virtual HOA. In comparison of the complete sampling methods, the
nearly uniform sampling is more efficient than the equiangular interval sampling in virtual HOA
and binaural synthesis. Since the HRTFs at low elevations are difficult to be measured, the interpolation or numerical method can be used to obtain the HRTFs at low elevations in practice.
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